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Portrait of a scientist (by a journalist)
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Portrait of a journalist (by a scientist)
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Logan, Can J Policy Research, 2000

The role of the media
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Who helps journalists? - 1 Press Releases
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Speaking of quality - Press Releases

«Methods to improve the reporting and interpretation
of drug company press releases are desirable
to prevent misleading media coverage».
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One week «examining» the press…

«The risk for a story to be unbalanced…»
«These findings raise again the fundamental issue
whether popular media is detrimental rather than
useful to public health».
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Who «helps» journalists? - 1bis Disguised Press Releases
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Who helps journalists? - 2 Publishers’ PR offices
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Who helps journalists? 3 - Academia’s PR offices
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Who helps journalists? 3 - Academia’s PR offices
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Who helps journalists? 4 - Academia and Institutions
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Who helps journalists? 5 - Professional organizations
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The media’s roller-coaster…
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Controversy sells
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Cambridge «Professor Risk», 
David Spiegelhalter, 
likes to play the «spin game»

http://understandinguncertainty.org/node/233
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1PtQ67urG4
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«Science friendly media agencies, such as the Science Media Centre,
successfully fielded questions from the press and provided expert quotations»
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-We’d need  a vaccine
against stupidity.

- How about side
effects?

«The problem is stupidity» (R. Cingolani)
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«Ideally, science journalists could lead the way toward
improved risk coverage that moves beyond case-by-case
alarms – and easy hype – to a more consistent, balanced
approach that puts the hazard du jour in broader
perspective. […]
«Unfortunately, both the sources of information –
public or private – and the disseminators – the media –
are unprepared to put the latest risk in context. The 24-hour
news cycle puts a premium on time, the news hole
puts a premium on space, and competition
puts a premium on controversy and conflict
over more balanced risk information. […]
«In writing about scientific research and numbers,
it is important to understand how strong the study is,
the reputations of those who conducted it, and the
degree of uncertainty».

A Field Guide for Science Writers. The Official Guide of The National Association of Science Writers,
Oxford University Press, 2nd ed. 2006

Cristine Russell: 
«Risk Reporting»
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Risk and risk communication
are pervasive in our society.

Science writers dealing with
risk should help all the actors
in society “negotiate”
between each one’s
perceived risks and
perceived benefits,
knowing that in complex
situations  there is often
no obvious decision one can
take for all others.

What’s today’s special?
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«Humans tend to fear
similar things,
for similar reasons.
These patterns
are described by the study
of risk perception, which,
loosely defined, identifies
the psychological factors
by which we
subconsciously ‘decide’
what to be afraid of
and how afraid to be».
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David Ropeik’s list of factors influencing risk perception

1. TRUST
2. RISK V. BENEFIT
3. CONTROL
4. CHOICE
5. NATURAL or HUMAN-MADE
6. DREAD
7. CATASTROPHIC V. CHRONIC
8. UNCERTAINTY
9. ME vs. THEM
10. FAMILIAR or NEW
11. KIDS
12. PERSONIFICATION
13. FAIRNESS/MORALITY
14. AWARENESS

copyright, Ropeik & Associates
www.dropeik.com
001 978 369-5675
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David Ropeik’s list of factors influencing risk perception

1 TRUST. The more we trust, the less afraid we’ll be.
The less we trust, the greater our fears.

FOUR POTENTIAL SOURCES OF TRUST
• The communicators informing us about a risk.
• The organization that is supposed to protect us.
• The agency or company or institution  creating the risk.
• The process deciding whether we will be exposed to a hazard.

KEYS TO BUILDING TO TRUST
(Faking any of these is DESTRUCTIVE!)

• Honesty. Openness.
• Sincere “dialogue”, beginning with respect for and validation of people’s

emotions.
• Competence.
• Sharing control. copyright, Ropeik & Associates

www.dropeik.com
001 978 369-5675
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Thank you.
turone@agenziazoe.it

www.twitter.com/fabioturone
www.sciencewriters.it

«Sir, there is
a nanoparticle
in my glass!»


